TOP TIPS
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Marking, bid assessment and reviewing... - the similarities
#1 Reviewers are fallible humans

#Reviewers are fallible humans
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#2 READ the brief!!!!

#Don’t ignore the criteria – make it easy for the reviewer
#3 Sound out your stakeholders

"Our main goal is to please our stakeholders... except when their processes are complex... or when they have too many requirements... or when they are hard to deal with."

#Stakeholders don’t bite and can help!
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#4 Gantt charts deserve more thought!

One does not simply adjust the Gantt chart

#engaging stakeholders takes time – gantt charts can be an Achilles heel
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#5 WHO is going to deliver the project???

#The details matter! Who, how much time, how much experience
We’re here to help!

KEEP CALM AND GOOD LUCK